
 
 

Young Generation Network 

Each November the graduates attend the YGN 

Conference. The major theme of the 2019         

conference was Looking Forward. The nature of 

the nuclear industry is often characterised by     

being slow, lumbering and stuck in the past; this         

conference however showed that there is a push 

to change this. Every talk was focused on how the 

industry needed to change to survive and exactly 

how different companies and people were trying 

to enact this change.  

The first major talk of the conference was from 
Tom Greatrex, Chief Executive of the Nuclear      
Industry Association (NiA). The NiA is an              
organisation with the purpose of promoting the 
usage of nuclear in the UK’s energy mix and        
promoting it to the public. The first part of this 
presentation was showing an animated map of   
Europe. Superimposed on this map was the wind 
power potential and the CO2 intensity on a country 
by country basis. There was no real correlation        
between the wind power and the CO2 produced, 
instead the defining factor for a low carbon      
country was that it had nuclear power heavily    
embedded into its energy mix. Germany was      
specifically identified as a country with a vast 
amount of renewables making little impact due to 
their coal baseload. This effectively showed the 
current need for a nuclear energy baseline. 

The next talk was from YGN Speaking Competition 
Winner, Vicky Dingwell and entitled Diversity,    
Inclusion and Nuclear Safety. 
This talk spoke about the industry’s goal of 40%    

women in nuclear. The 
most recent cohort of 
nucleargraduates is 
46% female, therefore 
demonstrating that  
we are leading the 
way.                  

SME Challenge 

During the conference, teams of nucleargraduates 

were busy showcasing their SME businesses. 

CurieUs Games are 

looking to address the 

STEM skills gap 

through educating and 

inspiring secondary 

school children about 

the energy mix and 

climate change, with their card game. All of their 

profits will be donated to Eden Reforestation     

Projects, which replants forests in areas worst-

affected by deforestation. 

Healthy Heads are 

selling a range of 

sustainable and     

cruelty free           

shampoo bars, and 

will be supporting 

Young Minds, a 

mental health charity who support young people. 

Their vision is to make talking about mental health 

as natural as washing your hair. 

The Bamboozle Sock Company sells 2 unique funky 

designs of bamboo socks, with all proceeds going 

towards Fashion Revolution. The socks are          

designed in-house, sustainably and ethically 

sourced, and the team’s mission is to educate their 

customers to help combat the issues associated 

with fast  fashion. 

Fashion Revolu-

tion is a global 

movement calling 

for more transpar-

ency in the      

fashion    industry. 
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SME Challenge —Continued 

Kulawa Spices are selling original, high-quality   

fusion spice blend giftsets, with all profits raised 

going towards The Hunger Project UK. Their aim 

is to raise awareness of world hunger and        

ultimately help with the mission of eliminating 

world hunger. The Hunger Project aims to end 

hunger and poverty by pioneering sustainable, 

grassroots, women-centered strategies and    

advocating for their widespread adoption in 

countries throughout the world. 

The teams thank the YGN Chair and organising 

committee for supporting nucleargraduates and 

the SME challenge, and thank you to anyone 

who purchased on the day. 

The team have also been selling at Christmas    

Markets as well at Energus during recent         

Britain's Energy Coast Business Cluster meetings. 

 

Healthy Heads, The Bamboozle Sock Company, 

and Kulawa Spices are all selling their products 

online through their websites—please take a 

look. 

Secondment 

Alan Prentice—Rolls-Royce sponsored nuclear-

graduate, had the following to say about his       

secondment to Faslane. 

‘For my second secondment I chose to work at 

HMNB Clyde in the Rolls Royce Site Office. This was 

a unique opportunity that let me get hands on 

practical experience with the Nuclear Steam      

Raising Plant (NSRP) for the nuclear submarines. 

Before this secondment I was told that there would 

be a wide verity of work to partake in and that it 

would be on me to make the most of any             

opportunity presented to me. As promised the     

secondment had me handling technical challenges 

in an ever changing and adapting environment. I 

worked with Babcock, Ship Staff and the Ministry 

of Defence to help undertake work on three      

different class of nuclear submarines during my 

five month secondment. The site office are          

welcoming and have had a range 

of nucleargraduates before. They will help enable 

you to see whatever you came to site to see, they 

will give you tasks to test your own capabilities but 

will support you when needed. I found the            

experience to get up close and personal with the 

nuclear plant invaluable. I got regular exposure to 

the different systems on the boat and could use 

these opportunities to ask questions and build my 

understanding of the NSRP. I would definitely      

recommend this secondment to any                       

nucleargradu-

ate looking to 

challenge 

themselves and 

work in a site 

environment. ‘ 

 

Are you interested in hosting a secondment for a nucleargraduate? 

If the answer is yes, then please get in touch at questions@nucleargraduates.com 

We have a diverse range of STEM and none STEM graduates who are looking to work with organisations 

like yours to gain valuable real life on the job experience. 

Need help attracting and recruiting graduates? We can help! Please get in touch. 
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Site Visits 

Dan Stokes, Magnox sponsored nucleargraduate 

wrote the following about a site visit to Hunterson 

A 

‘In November myself and  two of my cohort made 
our way from Oldbury Technical Centre up to 
Hunterston A, a trip that was organised by former 
nucleargraduate Callum Hodson.  

On the first day, we were given a comprehensive 
tour of the site which included visiting WILWREP 
(Wet ILW Retrieval and Encapsulation Plant), the 
EPS (Empty Package Store), the ILW store, and   
seeing SAWBR (Solid Active Waste Bunker           
Retrieval) in action. On the second day, we had the 
opportunity to be shown round the pond facilities 
in C3 conditions.  

 

We all took away a massive amount from the trip. 
The site personnel were incredibly welcoming and 
happy to answer our many questions, taking the 
time to organise tours of virtually everywhere on 
the site.  

 

This was our first experience of a site, so it was 
great to be immersed in such a different working 
environment and learn about the array of          
challenges at Hunterston. Experiencing C3          
conditions was a massive highlight, which gave us 
an appreciation of the process that a lot of site   
operatives have to go through and the conditions 
they work in’ 

 

Many thanks Dan for your site visit update and 
thank you to Callum Hodson. Callum left the          
programme in October 2019. It is great to see 
alumni graduates working with the new cohort. 

ENYGF 

The European Nuclear Young Generation Forum 

(ENYGF) 2019 was jointly organised by young     

nuclear professionals from the Netherlands and 

Belgium and was held in the beautiful Belgian city 

of Ghent. The 2019 theme was “Nuclear for Health 

– from half-lives to better lives” and this was a 

common thread throughout the week of         

presentations, workshops, poster sessions and 

technical tours. 

A range of interactive workshops were on offer for 

delegates to get involved with, including a session 

on risk perception and stakeholder engagement. 

The focus was on developing new skills for        

communicating risks to stakeholders, with an     

emphasis on those situations where facts and     

statistics cannot be used, and arguments are won 

with emotions. There is value in this for all workers 

in the nuclear industry, especially when engaging 

with the public. 

The conference also included technical tours such 

as a tour of COVRA and Borssele NPP over the     

border in the Netherlands. Borssele is the only 

Dutch civil nuclear reactor operating at present 

and COVRA, the Central Organisation for              

Radioactive Waste is nearby. COVRA spoke at 

length about the work they do with the local     

community to promote a positive image of the   

nuclear industry, including looking after artefacts 

for local museums and art galleries in their dry   

atmosphere low level waste stores.  

ENYGF was an excellent and informative week for 

all, which provided a great opportunity to broaden 

knowledge of the nuclear industry to encompass 

the medical field. 
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Innovation Bootcamp—Bertie Houghton 

‘In August I attended the 2019 Nuclear Innovation 
Bootcamp in Paris. This is a prestigous two week 
event where only 25 young professionals         
worldwide are invited to attend following a      
competitive selection process. I made strong       
connections with my fellow attendees who are 
bound to become future leaders within the          
industry. 

 

The event was a fantastic opportunity to learn 
about the different aspects of entrepreneurship, 
and the associated challenges within the nuclear 
sector. There was a huge variety of topics including 
technical topics like nuclear fuel materials, to     
financing and venture capital, startups, intellectual 
property, marketing to name a few. It was great to 
learn about these topics from experts across the 
industry who had flow in from around the world to 
talk to us. It provided me with a much more    
rounded view on how to approach challenges     
facing the industry.      

 

The event culminated with pitching innovative 
business ideas to a senior panel, with the winning 
team being selected to attend the Innovation 4     
Nuclear (I4N) Conference in Sydney 2020. My team 
of four consisted of colleagues from the UK,         
Poland, and USA. We developed a business idea to 
use drones during the construction of nuclear 
plants to reduce errors when laying the 
steel reinforcement bars in concrete. Despite not 
winning the competition, we received fantastic 
feedback from the judges who could see the       
challenges that our solution would overcome.  

 

The bootcamp also included some tourist activities 
such as a river cruise along the Seine and a visit to 
the Google Labs.’ 

Alumni Success 

The first ONR sponsored nucleargraduate, Dr Adam 

Nichols has become the first to achieve inspector 

status. 

Adam joined the nucleargraduates programme in 

2014 after completing a PHD in nuclear physics at 

the University of York. During the programme,     

Adam had secondments at International Nuclear 

Services (INS), TUV, SUD Nuclear Tecnologies as well 

as the ONR’s Transport Group.  Adam said he        

particularly enjoyed working as a shielding assessor, 

working to make radiological hospital suites safe in 

Sweden.  

Adam returned to ONR as a nuclear associate in 

2016. He then progressed to a specialist inspector 

role in the radiological inspector team, taking on 

additional secondments with Sellafield Ltd and 

Wood PLC to  develop his capability further. 

Exposure to the wider nuclear industry has helped 

Adam build up valuable experiencer and has been 

vital in him securing Chartered Physicist status  in 

June 2018.  

Adam said ‘The breadth of experience I have          

received through the nucleargraduates scheme has 

really supercharged my professional development 

and bolstered my technical competence. My 

achievements would not have been possible without 

the support of ONR, particularly my CDM, mentor, 

professional lead and colleagues who have guided 

me through the process. I am now looking forward 

to continuing my criticality and radiological           

protection work across ONR’ 

Debbie Harrison-North, HR Head of People Services 

said  ‘Adam’s progression underlines how important      

nucleargraduates is in delivering real, long lasting 

benefits for both ONR and the graduates            

themselves’ 

ONR have now sponsored over 30 graduates on the 

nucleargraduates programme and we thank them 

for their continued support.  


